Dear Parents

On Friday we welcomed some prospective parents into school to enjoy our first Open Morning of the year. We were delighted to see record numbers and all our guests enjoyed seeing the school on working day. They were particularly impressed by the maiden speeches of our Head Boy and Head Girl together with their Deputies. The speeches were a highlight for me too. Well done Arthur, Daisy, Louisa and Stanley. You wrote and presented your speeches with style.

Some of you may have followed our quest to fill a new post that we have created: an Academic Deputy Headteacher to work alongside Mrs Garrod our Pastoral Deputy Head. We were delighted to appoint our very own Mrs Meredith-Bennett last week who stood out in a strong field and has past leadership experience which will prove invaluable in this exciting new role. She will take up her post in January and move to Year 1 in the New Year where she will share classroom responsibilities with Mrs Russell who will become part time. We are currently appointing a Reception Teacher to take her place and work in harmony with Mrs Self in Mars. As always our focus will be on the smooth transition for the children. We are also delighted to have been able to create another new post for an additional Teaching Assistant. Mrs Hilary Burke will be joining the team after half term and will be situated in Neptune Class and Nursery and Mrs Caroline Richardson will join Year 1 five mornings a week. We are all delighted with the additional support that these two new posts will offer and know that you will make the new staff welcome in our happy school community.

May I wish you all a happy and safe half term holiday break. Please remember that when we return all children must be in full winter uniform. Do please take a moment to check that every part of your child's uniform is clearly labelled so that your child can manage their uniform independently and we can minimise the time spent searching for any lost property.

This week’s Lunchtime Superstar is Dylan F for always cleaning his plate and enjoying seconds every day. Congratulations to Dahl House for winning this week’s housepoint challenge. They soared to the top of the leader board with an excellent 820 housepoints.

Annie Thackray, Headteacher

This week’s Merit Awards

Philosopher of the Week
Freya B

Thought for the Week
Why do people break promises?

Work of the Week - Neptune Class

This week the work of the week is from Iman O in Neptune Reception Class. When writing her news on Monday, Iman chose a super sentence starter and then used her phonic knowledge to independently sound out the rest of the words for her news. Iman is only 4 years and 3 months old! What a superstar. Well done Iman, you have made a wonderful start in Reception.
I am not sure if the pirates found many volcanoes on their pirate islands but the scientists in Reception have been learning how to make their own volcanoes. Can your child remember what ingredients they added to make their volcanoes erupt? The children were fascinated to find out how a powder and two liquids bubble and foam when they are mixed together.

Some naughty pirates have been in the classrooms and have removed some numbers from the number lines. The children had to work out which ones had been taken and then they tried hard to write the numbers that were missing.

The teachers are very impressed with the children’s news writing. They are so clever listening for, and writing, the sounds they can hear to form words and even trying to write sentences. The writing focus this week has been leaving ‘finger spaces’ between each word and ending the sentence with a full stop. This is grown up work children, keep practising!

Science and maths activities are great fun in Nursery too! The children looked at the bucket and said ‘Can we fill this too? It’s bigger’. Some of the boys had enjoyed mixing up and measuring ‘medicine’ in the water tray. What fun!

In our phonic sessions we have been listening out for rhyming words. This is a very hard concept for lots of children to grasp. Please help your child at home by reading and talking about the rhyming words in books, poems and nursery rhymes that you share with your child. Maybe you could have fun making up some nonsense rhymes together.

If you have any comics or children’s magazines that you no longer need please could you pass them to the Reception or Nursery staff so we can learn in rain or shine. Many Thanks.

The Foundation Team